Compassionate use of cefiderocol to treat tissue infection caused by MDR-pseudomonas aeruginosa in a critically-ill patient

Uso compasivo de cefiderocol en el tratamiento de pseudomonas multirresistentes en paciente crítico
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ABSTRACT

Background: One of the newest antibiotics against multidrug-resistant (MDR) bacteria is Cefiderocol, a siderophore cephalosporin able to overcome most resistance mechanisms, including metallo-beta-lactamases. Several studies are being carried to prove its clinical benefit. Case presentation: A 55-year-old male patient was admitted in the ICU undergoing septic shock due to surgical wound infection. Multidrug-resistant Pseudomonas putida grew in blood cultures and Pseudomonas aeruginosa grew in soft tissue cultures. He was treated with colistin and tobramycin, developing nephro and ototoxicity. Compassionate use of cefiderocol was ordered, and the infection was cured within 14 days. Conclusions: This is the first evidence of cefiderocol treatment in a soft tissue infection within a surgical wound infection. Our experience with cefiderocol in surgical wound infection suggests that it may be helpful in treating infections at that level, but more clinical trials are still needed.
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RESUMEN

Antecedentes: Uno de los antibióticos más nuevos contra las bacterias multirresistentes (MDR) es el cefiderocol, una cefalosporina siderófora capaz de superar la mayoría de los mecanismos de resistencia, incluidas las metalobetalactamasas. Se están realizando varios estudios para probar su beneficio clínico. Presentación del caso: Paciente masculino de 55 años que ingresó en la UCI con shock séptico por infección de herida quirúrgica. Pseudomonas putida multirresistente creció en hemocultivos y Pseudomonas aeruginosa crecieron en cultivos de tejidos blandos. Fue tratado con colistina y tobramicina, desarrollando nefro y ototoxicidad. Se indicó cefiderocol y la infección se curó en 14 días. Conclusiones: Esta es la primera evidencia de cefiderocol en el tratamiento de una infección de partes blandas dentro de una infección de herida quirúrgica. Nuestra experiencia con cefiderocol en infección de herida quirúrgica sugiere que puede ser útil en el tratamiento de infecciones a ese nivel, pero aún se necesitan más ensayos clínicos.
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In the immediate postoperative period, it presents signs of congestive suffering in outer skin island of mandibular flap, purulent exudate and finally, it presents dehiscence of suture with necrosis of the cervical skin island. CT-scan was performed showing collection in submandibular and sublingual region, with probable hematic/infectious content. Empirical treatment is performed with meropenem and linezolid and they were discontinued 48 hours later by isolation of Pseudomonas aeruginosa in exudate from surgical wound. He continued treatment with meropenem for 14 days with improvement of the surgical wound.

After 37 days of evolution, the patient had fever, chills and shivering. Pseudomonas putida positive for VIM-type MBL genes were isolated from blood culture, which was only sensitive to aminoglycosides and colistin, so treatment is changed to tobramycin and colistin. Subsequently, the patient presents unfavorable evolution with development of dizziness, instability and acute deterioration of renal function AKIN III. For that, colistin alone is left. On the 45th day the patient suffered acute respiratory deterioration that leads to cardiorespiratory arrest due to hypoxemia with spontaneous circulation recovery after 10 min of cardiopulmonary resuscitation. He was admitted to the ICU and required norepinephrine during the first few hours, and blood cultures were extracted. Antibiotic coverage is expanded with linezolid and meropenem. As the patient had exhibited vestibular and especially renal toxicity with tobramycin and colistin, and clearly these drugs were insufficient to treat the infection, compassionate use of cefiderocol was ordered.

Previously, samples were taken from the surgical wound, where Pseudomonas aeruginosa was growing. In addition, the surgical wound was surgically cleaned. Progressive improvement of leukocytosis and procalcitonin is noted until the infection resolved. Cefiderocol is withdrawn after 14 days of treatment. New swab from surgical wound was taken, in which no microorganism was growing. He is definitively discharged from UCI 4 days later.

**Discussion and conclusions**

In this report, we want to highlight how cefiderocol was effective in the treatment of a surgical wound infection by Pseudomonas spp. The patient had previously presented bacteremia for Pseudomonas putida positive for VIM-type MBL genes with serious adverse effects at the vestibular and renal level as a result of treatment with tobramycin and colistin, so we had very limited therapeutic options.

Cefiderocol therefore postulates as a safe and effective alternative. As far as we know, this is the first evidence of cefiderocol treatment in a soft tissue infection within a surgical wound infection. The doses were not individualized, and no data are available to determine its minimum inhibitory concentration, so clinical trials that outline the actual usefulness of cefiderocol for this type of infection are needed.

The main feature of cefiderocol is its siderophore capacity. Siderophores are small molecules, with great iron chelating activity, which is produced by a multitude of bacteria and fungi. Cefiderocol forms complex with ferric iron and crosses the outer membrane, as if it were a Trojan horse (Figure 1), thanks to this siderophore property, even in the presence of...
porins and efflux pumps. This property is enhanced in inflammatory situations where extracellular iron is decreased. When it reaches periplasmic space, it binds to the penicillin-binding proteins (PBP3), inhibiting the synthesis of peptidoglycan and causing cell death like the rest of the cephalosporins, but with the advantage of its greater stability against almost all beta lactamases, including metallo-beta-lactamase[7]. This is relevant as, until now, there were few options against Ambler type B beta-lactamases except aztreonam.

There are to date two phase 3 and one phase 2 studies where cefiderocol is investigated. They are conducted by Shionogi Inc. Phase 2 APEKS-cUTI (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NCT02321800) compares the efficacy and safety of cefiderocol versus imipenem/cilastatin in urinary tract infection (UTI). This is a multicenter, randomized, double-blind non-inferiority study in which cefiderocol 2g c/8 h is administered in one arm, and imipenem-cilastatin 1g c/8 h in patients with acute UTI with or without pyelonephritis by MDR Gram-negative pathogen. The result was non-inferiority in these patients[8].

CREDIBLE-CR phase 3 study (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier NTC02714595) studies the best therapy for severe infection by carbapenem-resistant Gram-negatives, including health care-associated pneumonia, primary bacteremia, nosocomial pneumonia, complicated urinary tract infection, sepsis and mechanical ventilation-associated pneumonia. In the experimental arm is given cefiderocol 2g c/8 h and in the control, usual antibiotic therapy according to guidelines. APEKS-NP (ClinicalTrials. gov identifier NCT03032380) study compares mortality in patients with cefiderocol versus meropenem + linezolid in patients with nosocomial pneumonia, associated with health care and mechanical ventilation by Gram-negative pathogens. Enrico Maria Trecarichi et al., report a case of sepsis by XDR Acinetobacter baumanii and Klebsiella pneumoniae producing KPC, which was successfully treated in cefiderocol monotherapy[9]. Also, Ryan W. Stevens et al. report success in treating an abdominal infection with MDR Pseudomonas aeruginosa using compassionate use of cefiderocol[10]. Jonathan D. Edgeworth even reports eradication of a MDR Pseudomonas aeruginosa based on an aortic valve[11]. In our case, although the multi-drug-resistant Pseudomonas putida was isolated in blood culture, our patient did have an infection of the surgical wound by a population of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which was also eliminated. This shows that cefiderocol is effective in soft tissue infections, being a location that needs to be studied in future works.

Cefiderocol is a well-tolerated drug with few adverse effects, which promises greater efficacy than other drugs for the treatment of multi- and pan-resistant Gram-negative microorganisms, especially in producers of MBL gene, as it is not inactivated by the usual resistance mechanisms. Although several studies are being carried out on its antimicrobial activity in urinary tract infection and in all types of pneumonia, its role in other types of infections has to be verified. Our experience with cefiderocol in surgical wound infection suggests that it may be helpful in treating infections at that level, but more clinical trials are still needed.
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